Mechanisms involved in the conduction of anterior temporal epileptiform discharges to the scalp.
To evaluate the mechanisms involved in the conduction to the scalp of anterior temporal epileptiform discharges in temporal lobe epilepsy. During electroencephalographic recordings extra electrodes were applied around the eyes and on the cheeks in 13 patients with anterior temporal discharges. The amplitude of at least 34 discharges per patient was compared. Five hundred and twenty epileptiform discharges were studied. Among standard electrodes, most discharges from all patients were maximal at anterior temporal electrodes. They were always also seen over the ipsilateral outer canthus and inferior orbital electrodes with similar amplitudes, and with lower amplitudes at other ipsilateral facial electrodes (67.7-57.6%). Ipsilateral cheek and mid-temporal electrodes showed amplitudes within similar range (66.3-67.7%) despite being at different distance from the temporal lobes. At least 40% of discharges were also recorded by facial electrodes contralaterally to the hemisphere where discharges were largest ('cross over') with no clear latency difference. The topography of anterior temporal discharges is most readily explained by volume conduction through high conductivity skull foramina. The role of skull holes should be incorporated in EEG and possibly in MEG source localisation models and additional facial electrodes can be useful in the evaluation of bitemporal discharges in temporal lobe epilepsy.